Abstract-We prove the long-standing conjecture of Welch stating that for odd = 2 + 1, the power function with = 2 + 3 is maximally nonlinear on GF (2 ) or, in other terms, that the crosscorrelation function between a binary maximum-length linear shift register sequences of degree and a decimation of that sequence by 2 + 3 takes on precisely the three values 1 1 2 +1 .
I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

I
N his 1968 paper [7] , S. W. Golomb mentioned a conjecture of Welch concerning the crosscorrelation function of binary -sequences (see also Niho's thesis [11] of 1972). Since that time, crosscorrelation functions have been studied intensively, but Welch's conjecture remained open. A weakened version was recently verified by the third author [5] . Based on this prework we shall finally confirm the Welch conjecture in the present paper. Applying McEliece's powerful theorem on divisible codes we can reduce the problem to an inequality for the Hamming weights of cyclotomic numbers, which actually holds as is demonstrated in the next section.
Let GF be the finite field with elements, where is odd. A mapping from to is called almost perfect nonlinear (APN) if each equation (1) has at most two (and therefore either none or precisely two) solutions in . We note that an APN power function is necessarily one-to-one for odd , as can be seen easily. Being APN is a "differential" property. Nevertheless, for odd it is closely related to another extremal kind of nonlinearity which refers to the Hamming distance to linear mappings. The basic tool for the latter aspect is the Walsh transform of a Boolean function :
GF , which is defined as As mentioned above, the APN property is implied by maximal nonlinearity. Conversely, as we shall demonstrate below, the APN property plus the condition that all Walsh coefficients of are divisible by implies maximal nonlinearity. We note that there is also another way to prove this fact, namely, by using Kasami's method-we will indicate it in the Appendix at the end of the paper. This method is based on classical results in coding theory which make it possible to prove that under certain hypotheses the Walsh spectrum is unique. In our context these hypotheses are exactly the APN property and the divisibility condition for the Walsh coefficients.
It is well known (see, for instance, [8] ) that if is APN then the sum of fourth powers of all Walsh coefficients of has precisely the value, namely, , which appears in case of maximal nonlinearity, where the Walsh spectrum consists precisely of . For the reader's convenience we include a proof. 1 We have
We now apply a very common argument. If then , , runs through all elements of , and, therefore,
We can proceed as follows: 1 We note that, transferred into a coding theory context, power sums of Walsh coefficients correspond to Pless power moments [12] . by using (2) For an arbitrary integer we denote by the Hamming weight of the binary representation of and define where is the remainder of modulo .
McEliece's famous theorem on divisible codes (see [10] ) states, transferred into the present context, that We then obtain a contradiction if . For the statement was verified by computer assistance.
We are now prepared to confirm (4 Recently, the third author has shown that Niho power functions , with are APN. Niho [11] conjectured that they are even maximally nonlinear. We suspect that our methods, with somewhat more technical effort, could also be applied to confirm Niho's conjecture.
APPENDIX THE CODING POINT OF VIEW
Consider binary cyclic codes of length , , and whose generator polynomial is the product of two minimal polynomials. More precisely, let be a primitive root of GF and denote by the minimal polynomial of , . Let us denote by the binary cyclic code whose generator is the product , for all . Assuming that , is a code whose minimum distance is in . It was shown in [3] that the power function is APN if and only if . This function is maximally nonlinear on if and only if the dual of , say , has three nonzero weights only, which are and . Moreover, it is known that if satisfies this last condition then its weight enumerator is unique and is the same as the weight enumerator of the dual of the twoerror-correcting Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) code. The tools introduced by Kasami [9] for his proof can be used for proving Lemma 1-that we rewrite below for codes .
Proposition 1:
The code has only three weights, and , if and only if and each weight of is divisible by . Proof: We present a sketch of proof only; a full explanation, in a more general context, will be given in a forthcoming paper [2] . Let and ) (respectively, ) be the weight enumerator of the code (respectively,
). The proof is based on the study of numbers , for some . We have for any even where is the minimal weight of . By using the four first power moments of weight enumerator [12] , we obtain and
We deduce two expressions of (where ) Note that the th term above is less than or equal to zero if and only if satisfies: or . First if and only if , i.e., . On the other hand, there is no negative term in the first expression of when all weights of are divisible by . Since when the weights of are only and , the proof is easily completed.
Remark: A maximally nonlinear power function is usually said to be almost bent (AB) in a cryptographic context. Such a function opposes an optimum resistance to both linear and differential cryptanalysis. An extensive study of APN and AB properties was recently made by Carlet, Charpin, and Zinoviev in [3] .
